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Self build projects thrive on simple ideas and 
resourcefulness. For us, the ‘spirit’ of self building 
versus pure prefabrication fundamentally lies 
in the end user’s maximum engagement in 
both design and construction. Architecture is a 
contextual practice and our homes are deeply 
personal; we believe that self building honours 
these attributes most faithfully when it is the 
bespoke result of a successful collaboration 
between Architect, craftsman and end user.

The foundation of our proposal then, lies in 
the construction methodology, rather than the 
provision of a standard ‘kit of parts.’ A portal 
frame—able to be raised by hand—is considered 
the base ‘module’ and extending the property is 
achieved principally by raising subsequent frames 
or ‘fitting out’ portions of the existing. Although we 
have suggested a particular layout here, the design 
of the portal frame(s) and the way that the building 
is subdivided and clad, should be considered open 
to the desires of the project team.
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Above Collage to give an impression of multi-generational usage of the building 
following completion of Phase IV.

01.  Phase II  Expansion
02.  Phase III Expansion
03.  Phase IV Expansion
04.  Vegetable Plot
05.  Bin & Bicycle Store
06.  ‘Planted Parking’ x 4

07.  Meadow Garden
08.  Utilities ‘Manifold’
09.  Reclaimed ‘freecycle’
          hard standing
10.  Full height space
          in end gable ‘bay’
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Phase I
45 sq.m
1 BED, 2 PERSON

Phase II
88 sq.m
2 BED, 3 PERSON

- Add 1 x portal frame (marked 01)
- Hand over kitchen units
- Insert stair
- Insert first floor windows
- Fit out & finish first floor

Fill out the structure
(Joists and  other 

structural members)

Sheathing boards
(External and internal)

Membranes, fenestrations, cladding
(Get the building watertight)

Complete the interior

Make-up trusses on the ground 
(Simply bolt together and nail on joist hangers)

Set up hand winch
Gather your friends

Raise the trusses
Temporary bracing

Prepare the ground
Dig foundation trenches

Set plumb lines for bracket positions
Pour the concrete

Set brackets in place

Type A Type B Type C Type...

Phase II
111 sq.m
3 BED, 4-5 PERSON

- Add 1 x portal frame (marked 02)
- Insert ground floor window
- Alter internal partitions & finish

Phase II
156 sq.m
4 BED, 6-8 PERSON

- Construct adjacent 
annexe (marked 03) 
as per Phase I with 
connecting hallway
- Ownership could be 
divided (dashed red)

drainage channel

timber portal frame bolted to 
foundation bracket

liquid applied/self adhesive 
damp proof membrane

water resistant breathable 
sheathing/racking board

vertical batons

desired cladding option

fully filled with Thermafleece 
EcoRoll batt insulation

12mm birch plywood finish

batons to form service void

air tightness membrane

permeable border

Extend in the future
(See phase diagrams, right)
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